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Executive Summary 

On January 21 & 22, 2015 the Justice Institute of British Columbia in New Westminster hosted a 
workshop, funded by Public Safety Canada and supported by Natural Resources Canada, to review 
existing risk-based land use practices and policies and to discuss a draft risk-based land use guide 
and its dissemination and implementation on municipal, provincial and national government 
levels. 

Planners, hazard and disaster management professionals, members of government and 
representatives from various public and private sectors were invited to the workshop. Case study 
presentations, on various flood hazards on Day One, and on other natural and human-caused 
hazards on Day Two, provided a reference for discussions in small break-out groups and plenary 
sessions. Discussions were centered on three guiding questions: 

1. Does the draft Guide address the key issues that emerged in the case studies? And what is 
currently missing from the draft Guide? 

2. What amendments should be made to the Guide to make it more relevant? (including new 
developments/innovative ideas) 

3. How does predicted climate change affect the current version of the Guide? 

Mayor Richard Walton of the District of North Vancouver provided a local context for a risk-based 
land use guide in his Welcoming Presentation on Day 1. Jim Schwab, of the American Planning 
Association, presented a keynote address on the changing roles of planners in disaster and risk 
management planning in the USA prior and post Hurricane Katrina. He outlined how changes in 
the hazard and risk management landscape have resulted in greater coordination between 
emergency management, planners and various levels of government. 

Discussions in the small working groups and plenary sessions revolved around several recurring 
themes, most notably the importance of considering: 

• The need for cooperation amongst multiple levels of government, and the need for 
engagement and support within communities; 

• The needs and capacities of communities of various sizes (including: a clear understanding 
of the potential hazards, digesting the amount of material presented in the Guide, and the 
possible lack of hazard knowledge in communities);  

• Establishment of appropriate risk levels (taking into account community resources and 
values, prioritized decision-making, use and availability of hazard tools);  

• The use of correct language, policies and legislative statements;  
• The need for guidelines and case study examples;  
• The interdependencies and cascading effects of the various hazards; 
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• Climate change - greater frequency and severity of climate change related impacts such as 
heavy rainfall and extended droughts will likely result in greater losses are important to 
consider; 

• The funding of mitigation strategies - otherwise communities will not be able to use the 
Guide and adopt mitigation strategies (especially lower-income communities, which are 
often very vulnerable); and  

• Obtaining community buy-in - social/institutional memory is vital to consider while 
undergoing the process of performing a risk-based land-use analysis. Sharing and 
communication of (new) knowledge are deemed essential to build capacity for use of the 
Guide. 

The workshop participants further identified over 30 individuals and 70 organizations as potential 
users of the Guide. There was wide support by the workshop participants to implement various 
options for dissemination of the Guide at municipal, provincial and federal levels including: using 
professional meetings, conferences and workshops as training and awareness platforms; social 
media; introduction of the Guide into the curricula of Canadian planning schools and real estate 
training courses; and presenting the Guide to Metro Vancouver communities. A number of 
suggestions were received for amendments to the Guide – some were already covered in the 
Guide, some points needed to be strengthened, some were outside of the current scope of the 
Guide and some needed to be added to the Guide.  

This report provides an overview of the presentations and discussions which took place at the 
workshop. In addition, the appendices contain a detailed account of the discussions and findings. 
The report concludes with ten recommendations for moving ahead with the Guide and obtaining 
wide-spread dissemination and support. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian National Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction was formed to provide strategic 
advice to policy makers, elected officials and senior decision makers regarding Canada’s 
adoption of the Hyogo Framework for Action under the United Nations International Strategy 
for Disaster Reduction. The Resilient Communities Working Group (RCWG) received its mandate 
from the Canadian National Platform to provide the Platform with guidance regarding 
strategies and ideas that support and promote disaster risk reduction and resiliency efforts 
within Canada.  

Beginning in 2012, the RCWG held a strategic planning session and developed a list of key 
initiatives or priorities for action; one of these initiatives being the development of a Risk- 
Based National Land Use Guide. Based on four local planning workshops, six risk-based land use 
exercises and numerous presentations there was now an excellent opportunity to conduct a 
workshop, funded and supported by Public Safety Canada, along with the Justice Institute of 
British Columbia, Natural Resources Canada, Defence Research and Development Canada, 
Emergency Management British Columbia and the District of North Vancouver to: 

• review existing risk-based land use practices and policies in Canada and support the 
drafting of new policies to address risk-based land use planning and mitigative programs 
for natural and human-caused hazards;  

• review and suggest amendments to the draft Guide;  
• acquire new knowledge and seek innovative approaches to deal with overland flooding;  
• develop strategies to disseminate and support implementation of the Guide at the 

community, provincial and territorial levels; and 
• contribute to the public safety of Canadians and to reduce economic losses.  

In order to move ahead with these initiatives, the workshop participants were invited to 
contribute their insights, knowledge, and experience to: 

• further explore existing risk-land use based practices and policies in Canada;  
• review the current flood risk in Canada and the costs of flooding to Canadians; 
• identify innovative strategies, programs and tools (including flood proof housing) 

to reduce the costs of flooding in Canada;  
• identify barriers and opportunities towards implementation of risk-based land 

use planning guidelines to address natural and other hazards;  
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• review the draft Guide and develop strategies to disseminate and support 
implementation of the Guide at the community, provincial and territorial levels; 
and  

• make recommendations for Canadian policy to address government priorities 
regarding a National Mitigation Program and reducing flood-based disaster 
losses.  

This report provides an overview of the presentations and discussions which took place at the 
workshop which was scheduled for January 21/22 2015 and was held at the Donald B. Rix 
Simulation Building at the New Westminster Campus of the Justice Institute of British Columbia. 
The report follows the agenda for the workshop (See Appendix A) and includes summaries of 
the presentations, the discussions, evaluations and recommendations. A complete list of the 
findings is included in the Appendices.  

This report gives a complete record of the contributions at the workshop, even though some 
recommendations and modifications may have already been incorporated into the latest 
version of the Guide. Other suggestions involve expanding the current scope of the Guide and 
these items have been identified for future consideration. 

We were honoured to have so many dedicated and influential participants from across the 
country, from coast to coast, and from the United States, attend the workshop. Participants 
included those from the federal government, provincial governments and municipal 
governments. In addition, participants included academia, elected local officials, land use 
planners, real estate and risk management professionals, engineers, architects, and resource 
management specialists. (See Appendix B for a complete list). 

Note: in the remainder of this report the Draft Risk Based National Land Use Guide will be 
referred to as “the Guide.” 
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DAY ONE 

Mayor Richard Walton, of the District of North Vancouver, opened the 
meeting with a Welcoming Address. The Mayor reiterated the importance 
of risk-based land-use planning and related the changes that had occurred 
in the District of North Vancouver since the devastating landslide in 2005. 
This event was critical in changing the way in which the District had been 
dealing with hazards and absolute transparency with residents is now the 

basis of the District’s approach. The District is very proud to have been awarded the United 
Nations’ Sasakawa Award in Geneva in 2011 – which rewarded the District with international 
recognition for the steps it has taken to increase the District’s disaster resiliency. 

Following the Mayor’s presentation, there was a brief review of the aims and objectives of the 
workshop and each participant took a few minutes to introduce him or herself.  

PRESENTATION OF THE RISK BASED NATIONAL LAND USE GUIDE 

Bert Struik gave a short presentation on the Guide, the content and organization and answered 
any questions posed by the participants. The participants were provided with a draft version of 
the Guide prior to the workshop and some of the main items that Bert discussed in his 
presentation were: 

• the Guide was developed for staff of municipalities of Metro Vancouver and like-
sized municipalities of British Columbia, as the beginning of a national program to 
develop local guides; 

• the local guide development process and its conversations were as, or more, 
significant a contribution than the final document; 

• “risk-based” means the Guide: 

a. is focussed on land at risk from hazards, and 
b. shows how to use risk management strategies for land use planning; 

• the Guide is just for the land use part of hazard risk management and it needs to be 
used in conjunction with other tools, such as the building codes, and emergency 
management, and 

• the Guide is descriptive and not prescriptive, using existing available instruments. 
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PRESENTATION OF FLOODING CASE STUDIES 

Four case studies were presented in the morning plenary session of Day 1, 
each describing implications of flood hazards and flood events in their 
communities. These case studies were then used for the rest of the day to 
set the context for discussions and review of the Guide. 

LONDON (UK) FLOODING 

Matthew Graham, AMEC Foster Wheeler 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

Made up of 33 boroughs with approximately 680,000 
properties facing the risk of flooding, the city of London has a 
large underground network of infrastructure consisting of 
large drainpipes. The city’s last major flood occurred in 2007, 

damaging approximately 44,000 properties. Many of London’s critical infrastructure 
systems are at risk of surface-water flooding, including the train system, the 
underground subway system, and the major airports. City planners have conducted a 
groundwater flood susceptibility mapping exercise, determining that 22% of the 
properties fall within the “Very High Susceptibility” category. However, an issue remains 
in that no clear arrangements exist within government for coordinated responses to 
manage overland flooding. 

WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

Flood hazard risk in London limits the open spaces available for new development, and 
high property values impact mitigation efforts in the city. Land and property values have 
made mitigation activities difficult to implement, as the government cannot afford to 
purchase high-risk properties with high real estate values. Further, conflicts between 
designs and guideline criteria have complicated flood mitigation efforts.  

WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

The City of London is currently managing surface-water flood risk; all 33 boroughs now 
have multi-stakeholder management plans, and involve the Greater London Authority, 
transportation departments, and advisory groups. Such plans contain a three-tier 
delivery structure for cohesive implementation, and were developed based on an 
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overarching framework of data collection and modeling. A matrix has since been 
created, prioritizing intervention areas. Continued political partnerships are important in 
the processes of disaster management, as long-term support and cooperation has led to 
consistent outputs and commitments from a diverse array of the disciplines involved.  

SOUTHERN ALBERTA FLOODING 

John Conrad, Alberta Environment and Sustainable 
Resources 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

Prior to the events of the June 2013 flood disaster, the 
province of Alberta had general knowledge of the risks of 
flooding. Despite regular seasonal flooding throughout 

recorded history due to heavy rainfall, higher than usual snow packs in the mountains, 
and the onset and speed of the annual freshet, many of Alberta’s citizens continue to 
live within the floodplain. Since the natural and human-induced changes in the 
hydrological system made it difficult to gauge the vulnerability of Albertans to flood 
hazards, politicians lacked motivation to reject new development in high-risk areas. 

WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

Authorities suspected that any heavy precipitation for more than 48 hours would likely 
cause a flood. In June 2013, the risk of flooding was communicated to the public within 
the Eastern mountain area, followed almost immediately by the province’s first ever 
declaration of a state of emergency. The rain was much more intense than anticipated. 
Over 380 mm of rain fell in 48 hours, affecting a population of 1.6 million people, and 
over 55,000km2 of multi-jurisdictional lands, including national parks and three First 
Nations communities.  

This flood event was the most expensive natural disaster in Canadian history – $2.4 
billion in disaster recovery costs, which were primarily non-insurable. The town of High 
River faced enormous flood damage; the river gauges and forecasting equipment failed, 
and over 125,000 people were evacuated. The Premier of Alberta was reluctant to call 
for federal assistance, as only minimal military presence was wanted. In the aftermath 
of the disaster, a number of public servants quit their jobs due to psychosocial issues 
related to stress. Furthermore, the government faced a lot of criticism regarding the 
effectiveness of the warning system. The river bed and channel changed dramatically as 
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a result of this event, which has left the province of Alberta with large uncertainties 
about the current state of the hydrological system. 

WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

The government of Alberta had reportedly been successful providing a rapid response, 
and generally communicated with the public as well as they could have. Prior to the 
2013 flood, the province did not have mitigation programs or policies, but immediately 
after the event the government ensured that the temporary homes provided were 
comfortable. These “miniature cities” included amenities such as daycares, restaurants, 
etc. In the disaster recovery program, all five employees left the division after the 
incident; they were allegedly not prepared for the psychological impacts and did not 
have the appropriate training or support. The division has since grown to 125 staff, and 
all disaster recovery programming is being brought back to the public (in-house).  

The lack of overland flood insurance in Canada is a large obstacle to disaster recovery, 
and both citizens and government are still struggling to manage insurance issues. The 
largest change that occurred as a result of this event was political legislation in the area 
of zoning – new policies have been put in place regarding areas zoned as “floodways” 
and “flood fringes” (including prohibited building and mandatory flood mitigation 
measures). 

THE TORONTO AND REGION CONSERVATION APPROCH TO NATURAL 
HAZARD (FLOOD) MANAGEMENT 

Steve Heuchert, Toronto and Region Conservation 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

Before Hurricane Hazel hit in October 1954, little 
attention was given to flood risk in the Toronto area. 
Grassroots efforts in response to major hydrological 
degradation due to land clearing and urbanization, and 
the damage caused by Hurricane Hazel, resulted in the 

formation of the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, currently comprising 28 
councilors and citizen appointees from different municipalities who work together, 
across municipal boundaries, with a focus on flooding, to consider how the cumulative 
impacts of development affect environmental hazards. 
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WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

Hurricane Hazel’s impacts included loss of life and property damage. Besides this, 
political and policy changes resulted from a heightened awareness of the impacts of 
flooding. The event spurred the Conservation Authority to purchase hazardous lands 
and begin a process of mitigating flood risk. Initial policies were focused on hard 
infrastructure such as dams. Recently, there has been a shift to strict development 
regulation, environmental protection and enhancement, and flood mitigation 
techniques. 

WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

Overall, this case taught the Toronto region’s citizens and politicians the value of 
considering regional and cumulative impacts of development on natural hazards, as well 
as the value of ecologically-based mitigation. This new ecological and holistic approach 
is demonstrated in the Living City Policies, which aim to provide “a greener, cleaner and 
healthier place to live,” while simultaneously reducing flood risk. A main focus of this 
policy is the naturalization of flood prone areas and using ecological design for new 
developments to boost the capacity of the natural landscape to handle floodwaters. 
Trumping of hazard risk management authority by local government remains a 
challenge. 

COASTAL FLOODING IN DELTA 

Hugh Fraser, City of Delta 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

Flood hazards are well known in the municipality of 
Delta. Located on a delta of the Fraser River, the City 
of Delta faces both riverine flood risk and coastal flood 

risk, particularly due to sea level rise. Storms and high winds are common, which further 
promote flooding. The response to this issue has mainly been through the installation of 
hard infrastructure: currently, the city has 67 km of sea and river dykes. 
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WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

A storm surge on February 4th, 2006, caused millions of dollars of 
damage from sea spray, sewage backup, social disruption and the 
need for emergency services. Although not disastrous, the event 
affected the social, economic, environmental, and political stability 
of the community. Social impacts include build-up of (personal) 

stress-levels as a result of multiple government departments working together over a 
period of three weeks, and the set-up of Emergency Reception Centre. Economic 
impacts were mainly reflected in the form of insurance claims in the millions of dollars 
for sea spray damage. The main environmental impact was sewage backup. Some local 
politicians used the event to provide the media with access to showcase the level of 
preparedness in Delta. 

WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

Delta, B.C. has learned it must change its land-use and coastal flood risk management 
policy because of the changing nature of coastal flood risk due to sea level rise. The city 
recognises that it needs to be better prepared with improved forecasting systems and 
communications. Flood risk studies, annual tabletop exercises, and dyke improvements 
are being undertaken. 

DISCIPLINE FOCUSED BREAK-OUT DISCUSSION GROUPS 

In the morning of Day 1 the workshop participants were divided into four working groups based 
on their common professions/disciplines to assess the Guide. The aim of the working groups 
was to discuss the key issues that emerged in the above mentioned case studies, and to assess 
from the perspective of their discipline/profession whether or not the Guide addressed these 
issues. The participants were further to assess what areas required elaboration and/or inclusion 
in the Guide, and discuss any innovative or new developments from their discipline that could 
be included in the Guide. The notes that were taken in each of the break-out sessions are 
summarized below (See Appendix C for a complete listing of the notes on the flip charts). 

The items listed below were brought forward by the participants in the group discussions, and 
are either referring to key issues in the Guide or are referring to wider discussions that took 
place within each working group.  

Note: The items that have been italicized in the sections that follow have been elaborated upon 
or amended since the workshop, or otherwise noted and/or incorporated in the Guide.  
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GROUP 1: CITY PLANNERS /LOCAL GOVERNMENT  

KEY ISSUES:  

• Poor land-use policies, even with prior knowledge of hazard. 
• Miscommunication between government agencies and/or departments. 
• Lack of consistency in follow through. 
• Policies are often reactionary and do not strategize for broader issues. 
• Interdependency between systems. 
• Cumulative effects  
• Conflict with residents or community over development and flood risks. 
• Economic issues, such as the cost of mitigation efforts. 

REQUIRING ELABORATION AND/OR INCLUSION 

• Guide assumes development, no alternatives are identified (e.g. the possibility of 
no development). 

• The Guide should consider broader multi-jurisdictional implications, such as the 
costs and consequences, or natural habitats. 

• Cumulative impacts are not discussed (see above). 
• Need to discuss risk transfer between municipalities. 
• Clarify the discussion regarding climate change mitigation and adaptation. 
• The Guide should consider the broader community and regional collaboration: 

add regional context at the beginning of document, do not just use the wording 
“your community,” consider adding “your region” as well. 

• The Guide does not consider land in private ownership. Once land has been put 
into private ownership it is very difficult to re-designate the land use even if it is 
now in a known hazard area. In the Lower Mainland the cost of the land is so 
high that it drives owners to look for engineered solutions, rather than freezing 
land use or down zoning. This is important, as some of the strategies, where the 
hazard is high, may have to be implemented through new Provincial legislation 
or possibly taking land out of private ownership. 

GROUP 2: GOVERNMENT 

KEY ISSUES: 

• The Guide takes a collaborative approach to disaster management. 
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• Expand the planning process to a wider public audience. Increase use of localized 
mapping, technical information, and indicators. Important to bridge and involve 
multi-level governments, groups, organizations and communities (including First 
Nations) in community plans.  

REQUIRING ELABORATIONS AND/OR INCLUSION: 

• Ensure correct language is used (incorrect policy and legislative statements in 
some areas of the Land-Use Guide) (see Appendix J regarding amendments to 
the Guide). 

INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS TO THE GUIDE: 

• Interactive forums with multiple community groups and stakeholders in the 
formation of a context-specific localized Land-Use Guide  

GROUP 3: SCIENTISTS/ENGINEERS 

KEY ISSUES 

• Make the process in the Guide as a loop for re-iterations for continual 
improvement (see Appendix J regarding amendments to the Guide).  

• Need to have guidelines on how to establish a level of risk tolerance that reflects 
the maximum a community can do given certain economic means, while 
adopting the ‘ALARP’ (As Low As Reasonably Practical) principle (see Appendix J 
regarding amendments to the Guide). 

• Will communities take into account the risks to the economy?  
• Linking community hazard risks to provincial/federal level - can you push this 

from the community up (especially when not all communities have the 
resources)?  

• Work with those communities that are willing to reduce risks now and hopefully 
that trickles up to the federal level.  

• How will this Guide work in municipalities that have not developed an 
acceptable risk tolerance level? 

• Good to have both visual and text  
• Consistent vocabulary/language in the Guide to translate across from community 

level all the way up to other national standards (e.g., BC Hazard Risk 
Assessment). 
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REQUIRING ELABORATIONS AND/OR INCLUSION: 

• Have a list of documented case studies to share information on lessons learnt - 
common database perhaps - provide community stories/experiences to 
encourage others to do their own work in their communities (this can help create 
transparency). 

INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS TO THE GUIDE 

• Small communities vs. larger communities and the application of the Guide in 
each scenario. 

Group 4: Other 

KEY ISSUES 

• Quantification of risk and risk tolerance (i.e. subjective, community influence on 
risk, requirement of an estimate of risk) 

• Identifying critical infrastructure: how to? Use community values or government 
values? 

• The Guide could be easily ignored: 
o There needs to be a move towards influencing policy. 
o There needs to be a balance between dollars spent and justice 

(hope/fear). Different people respond to different issues. 
• Should find a way to increase urgency for city staff 

REQUIRING ELABORATIONS AND/OR INCLUSION: 

• More technical details 
• Needs more specifics case studies: case studies will make it more useful and will 

boost political will 

INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS TO THE GUIDE: 

• Consider naturalization: use of ecological techniques to mitigate risk. Include 
more examples like this in the Guide. 

• Consider temporary reservoir space to control floods: Can be within cities (e.g., 
can double as park space in dry season), and in suburban areas (e.g., reservoirs 
with floating houses) 
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY FOCUSED BREAK-OUT DISCUSSION GROUPS 

In the afternoon of Day 1, the workshop participants were assigned to one of four 
multidisciplinary working groups. In these working groups the participants were asked to 
present the key issues from the morning session that they want to bring forward. The 
participants were further asked to review each stage of the Guide and were asked to: establish 
needs, define hazard potential, identify what could be harmed, calculate potential losses, 
recommend safe land use, and monitor decision success, by answering the three following 
guiding questions: 

1. Based on the case studies you have heard, consider what was done or not done 
in those particular situations and how those actions or gaps are addressed in the 
Guide? 

2. What amendments should be made to the Guide to be more relevant? 
3. How does predicted climate change affect the current Guide from each of your 

discipline’s perspective? 

The findings to the above questions are summarized below. (See Appendix D for a complete 
listing of the notes on the flip charts) 

ESTABLISH YOUR NEEDS 

Community engagement is key to find what is of true value to the community - a lot of 
time in this section is essential. For communities that are starting fresh, establishing an 
acceptable level of risk is very difficult, and there should be more focus regarding this 
step. 

The Guide should include a justification/explanation of why “needs” comes before 
assessment of hazards – it should be clear that the process does not need to be linear 
(step 1 to step 2), but that these steps can occur simultaneously [or independently of 
each other]. Finally, establishing needs requires a more generic focus, and should 
include economic needs. 

DEFINE HAZARD POTENTIAL 

In this section, the workshop participants agree with the current version of the Guide 
that it is important to consider a wide variety of hazards. Discussions on this section of 
the Guide revolved around several topics. For example, at a local government level 
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there needs to be an understanding of a variety of hazards, and an ability to address and 
prioritize hazards. Prioritizing hazards should be done in a non-prescriptive way – an 
option would be a prioritized decision making matrix with levels of risk, taking into 
account community values, resources, and more. 

Another key discussion referring to this section of the Guide involved the need of local 
governments for standards and tools to perform hazard mapping. While the accessibility 
to certain tools falls outside the scope of the current Guide, the participants agree that 
higher levels of government or professional organizations should have hazard mapping 
standards or guidelines, and tools including LiDAR1 and SPR2 should be made available. 
The number of hazards a local government can address, and which hazards it will 
address will change with the scale of the community, what tools they have, and who is 
at the table. 

Finally, some of the participants argued that the Guide should consider joint 
probabilities (of hazards) and provide examples. 

IDENTIFY WHAT COULD BE HARMED 

While this section/aspect is important, knowing what could be harmed and the 
associated costs, will not necessarily lead to action if political interest and funding for 
mitigation is not there or available. What risk a community is willing to accept is 
important, but often people accept risk beyond what they can comprehend. The 
workshop participants agree that a step or section about communicating risk (as is 
currently included in the Appendices of the Guide) is vital. 

To identify what could be harmed, the participants stress the use of alternative data 
sources and re-emphasize the importance of mapping (as is currently outlined in several 
of the Guide’s appendices). 

CALCULATE POTENTIAL LOSSES 

The participants agree that it is important to regularly re-assess risks and changing 
environments, as is included in the current version of the Guide in several sections and 

1 LiDAR: an amalgamation of ‘light’ and ‘radar’, is a remote sensing technique by which distance is measured by 
analyzing the reflected laser beam off an object. 
2 SPR model= Subjective Probability Ratings Model 
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appendices on monitoring. Regional knowledge sharing and capacity building should be 
considered to assist in this process. 

RECOMMEND SAFE LAND USE 

Recommending safe land use is one of the key issues for communities and hard 
decisions will have to be made. Political will is absolutely vital. Social memory is similarly 
vital to build political and bureaucratic interest - we need reminders or events, that can 
help build institutional memory. On the contrary, institutional memory alone may not 
lead to action or mitigation. The participants once more stressed the importance of 
communicating and understanding risk, as is included in the current version of the 
Guide. The participants commented that enforcement and monitoring are similarly vital. 

The participants further discussed that municipalities should have a suite of options [to 
plan for hazards] - not just land use management. While the current Guide stresses that 
it is only one tool that communities have at their disposal, the participants discuss 
several alternative options. For example, one option would be to put money away for 
when a disaster [actually] happens. Buildings and infrastructure already present will 
change a [hazardous] situation dramatically, and communities can anticipate possible 
outcomes.  

MONITOR DECISION SUCCESS 

Community support has been identified by the participants as a crucial step - there is a 
need for extensive community engagement, and a concise identification of possible 
benefits of usage of the Guide for communities. The participants find that the Guide 
should include methods for getting community support, including community 
engagement and co-design methods. Time constraints are extremely limiting - at the 
local level, there is a broad multiplicity of issues with little time. Again, the participants 
agreed with the current version of the Guide that decision success should be reviewed 
regularly - for example, they argued that decision success should be monitored every 5-
10 years, or after a major event or major study. 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

The participants reasoned that climate change should be more explicitly covered in the 
Guide - climate change should be included in hazard potential (see Appendix J regarding 
amendments to the Guide). They discussed that greater frequencies and severity of 
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climate change related impacts - such as heavy rainfall and extended droughts, which 
will likely result in greater losses - are important to consider. Although, the Guide does 
not provide any hazard assessment information, except as a few examples, the 
participants asked for climate change projections to be included in the Guide, including 
cascading climate change impacts. But it is recognized that hazard experts are required 
to conduct such evaluations and the Guide stresses the importance of engaging and 
consulting with them.  

Re-evaluations of environmental hazard changes and contextual assessments should 
similarly be included. The participants agreed that addressing hazards through a climate 
change lens is vital – the Guide should identify a list of hazards which will be impacted 
by climate change, including uncertainty of predictions.  

Issues regarding climate change are complex to deal with, particularly in smaller 
communities and/or local governments who may have few resources and as such 
cannot deal with all issues. To assist these communities the participants suggest that the 
Guide could provide references to climate change prediction models in Canada.  

REVIEW AND OTHER POINTS 

Below is a list comments or discussions from the participants not pertaining to the 
sections of the Guide as discussed above: 

• The Guide should address that it is an “accumulation of knowledge” and not a 
linear path to be followed. The results and desired outcomes should be defined. 

• To test the use of the Guide, it would be helpful to have several pilot 
communities test or use the Guide - this will provide a better sense of cost, time 
commitment, and difficulties in implementing the Guide.  

• It is often thought that a barrier to risk management is the high cost and lack of 
funding to, for example, purchase properties within high-risk areas. Use of this 
Guide, may identify at-risk properties prior to development. 

• Mitigation strategies, must be identified and adequately funded, otherwise 
communities will not be able to maximize profit from the Guide and adopt 
higher cost mitigation strategies (especially lower-income communities, which 
are often very vulnerable). Risk management has the best hope when guided 
and implemented consistently by the municipality and embraced and 
implemented by the community. Alternatively, risk management can be 
mainstreamed from the grassroots/bottom-up.  
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• Community buy-in and social/institutional memory are vital to consider while 
undergoing the process of performing a risk-based land-use analysis. 

• A scaled-down, more qualitative model for smaller communities may increase 
the use and accessibility. For example, where the Guide provides explicit 
guidance to larger municipalities is in the use of GIS, and in the acquisition of 
expert help for hazard assessment (costs may be hard for a small community to 
bear in the short term). Nevertheless, to be credible to citizens and developers, 
the land-use decision scheme must be rigorous and consistent enough to be 
defensible.  

• It is important to strike a balance in the Guide between detail, accuracy, 
simplicity and accessibility for a wide audience (keeping in mind length, language 
used, and more). While the concept of risk is complex, it is important to engage 
and educate communities while forming the Guide.  

• It may be important to create a light guide or brochure for an easy and efficient 
method to read the Guide. One respondent suggested caution when creating 
“light” versions of the Guide. The more versions [of the Guide] that are created, 
the more complex (and, perhaps, less likely) it will be to maintain them all. The 
respondent suggests the Guide should be written in a way that different 
audiences can get what they need from it, and that a concise executive summary 
(now implemented) can serve as an introduction to the Guide. 

• It would be helpful to include a clause in the Guide that addresses a lack of data 
– such as clearly stating assumptions and making decisions based on those 
assumptions. This must be done very carefully, and the assumptions must be 
revisited regularly as data and information become available.  

• A variety of mitigation options should be presented, providing a few active and 
passive options and “solutions” in the Guide. While including different standards 
of practice for building near high-risk areas (the backtracking method is only one 
tool) might be outside of the scope of the existing Guide, a list of references to 
such standards could be provided. (See Appendix N for examples of different 
types of mitigation options and references on mitigation.) 

• The Guide should encourage room to respond to changing hazards and address 
cumulative impacts. 

• The Guide should be integrated into a multi-governmental framework, including 
provincial or federal governments. Bureaucrats cannot put energy into a process 
like the Guide until legislation has been established. Much is already required 
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under the local government act, but this should be expanded. The regional scale 
is also very important to consider. 

• Finally, be careful of acronyms in the Guide. 
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DAY TWO 

The following summarizes the presentations and discussions of 
Day 2. The opening presentation by James Schwab, of the 
American Planning Association, was followed by four hazard 
presentations based on Canadian case studies or hazard events. 
After the presentations, a small group discussed one of each of 
the case studies and summarized the findings. In a plenary 

session, options were discussed for nationalizing the Guide.  

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 

BEFORE AND AFTER: PLANNERS AND DISASTERS 

James C Schwab, Manager, APA  

James Schwab presented to the group from Chicago, 
using Adobe Connect. Prior to Katrina, planners in 
the USA did not play a role in disaster and risk 
management planning. As a result, mitigation plans 
lacked implementation records and were 
disconnected from other community plans and 
policies. Post- Katrina, the role of a planner became 

relevant since jurisdictions were then required to have approved local mitigation plans. 
The main role of planners now is to ensure integration between community plans and 
policy, to ensure that actions are taken to reduce human and financial costs, and to plan 
properly for post-disaster recovery.  

In 2000, a landmark legislation, the Disaster Mitigation Act required 
jurisdictions to have an approved FEMA Hazard Mitigation plan to 
be eligible for local government grants and mitigation projects. This 
increased the number of jurisdictions with a hazard mitigation plan 
to over 20,000, which accounts for about two-thirds of the 
population of the USA. Since the instalment of the Disaster 
Mitigation Act in 2000, a series of resources has been made 

available to jurisdictions to assist jurisdictions in hazard and disaster risk management 
planning, which has resulted in greater coordination between emergency management, 

 

“The aftermath of 
one disaster is the 
prelude to the next 
disaster” - James 
Schwab 
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planners and other levels of government. For example, the Safe Growth Audit in the 
2010 PAS (Planning Advisory Source) 560 report (Hazard Mitigation: Integrating Best 
Practices into Planning), has a checklist that jurisdictions can use to review their policies 
and ordinances. This has helped jurisdictions with integration of mitigation into local 
planning processes, from comprehensive plans to zoning.  

There were many lessons learned from Hurricane Sandy that add to future hazard and 
risk management planning. Resiliency is a key characteristic moving forward, with an 
emphasis on incorporating green infrastructure into mitigation strategies and climate 
change data into planning. However, planning for disasters needs to happen now.  

CASE STUDY DISCUSSIONS 

The presentations and discussions on Day 1 were focussed on flood hazards. To assess whether 
the Guide proves to be practical for other types of hazards, presentations and discussions on 
Day 2 were centered around four other types of hazard (i.e. debris flows, landslides, train 
derailments, and earthquakes). The workshop participants were not assigned to groups, but 
were instead allowed to choose the topic of their interest. (See Appendix E for a comprehensive 
listing of all of the participant questions and comments). 

POD 1 - DEBRIS FLOW: 2013 CANMORE DEBRIS FLOODS 

Julia Eisl, Town of Canmore 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

Very little was known about debris flood risk before the event. Provincial standards 
required flood hazard mapping for a 1 in 100 year flood, but only for rivers and larger 
tributaries; as such flood maps were not available for any of the mountain creeks that 
produced debris floods. There were no archival data on floods, and in general there was 
no awareness of any debris flood risk. 

WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

Canmore grew significantly after the 1988 Calgary Olympics; the area around Cougar 
Creek (the most significant flooding area) started to be developed in the 1980s. There 
was some historical memory of flooding in the area - but the only indicators were some 
flooding events in the 1940s derived from aerial photographs. 
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The debris floods had huge economic and social impacts for the Town of Canmore. 
There was $16 million in initial damage to the town ($4 million to businesses, and $12 
million to private home owners). Immediately after the flooding there was a 14-day boil 
water advisory. A local state of emergency was declared and 1,200 residents were 
evacuated. The event contributed to a severe housing shortage - the community 
experienced a huge loss of homes in a community already struggling to provide 
affordable housing. Of the people who were forced from their homes, 43 families 
regained occupancy within 2 weeks, 11 within one month, and one family is still without 
occupancy (as of January 2014). Many people questioned the government’s response 
and development permitting.  

WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

After the event there was significant political and community will to work through the 
entire hazard-based land-use planning process. The town considered community 
consultation to be very important - but before showing the community risk assessment 
maps the government should have mitigation options ready.  

A full risk assessment process was undertaken (and is ongoing). It started with a forensic 
investigation and short-term mitigation before moving to hazard assessment, risk 
assessment, option analysis, and finally long-term mitigation. Long-term mitigation for 
Cougar Creek includes a debris flood retention dam and early warning system, while for 
the Three Sisters Creek (which has a lower risk) there will be bioengineering and 
deflection berms in addition to land-use restrictions. These mitigation efforts, 
particularly the dam, come at a huge cost - yet they are still cheaper than buying out the 
houses in the creek fan. 

KEY ISSUES THAT AFFECTED LAND USE CHANGE: 

One of the key issues for the town of Canmore was the costs associated with either 
buying up houses in the hazard area, or the costs of building a dam. Space constraints, 
the availability of land for new developments, and housing shortages are factored into 
the planning decisions made by the town of Canmore. 

The town has emphasized safety (or personal) risk to be more important than economic 
risk, and this has been prioritized in the risk analysis process. There will be no [new] 
development in areas that have been identified to have a risk greater than 1:100,000 for 
individual risk. It is currently unknown if further development on the creek fan will be 
allowed if a retention dam is built. 
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The town has realized that mountain creeks are a large hazard. The local government 
found that “striking while the iron is hot” is extremely important, as people forget 
quickly. They furthermore found that a risk approach is a useful tool for making 
decisions, as it justifies expenses for mitigation. Implementation of guidelines for risk 
assessment, design mitigation on a risk-basis, and adopting risk assessment within the 
land-use bylaws are all next steps.  

Other key issues that contributed to the land use change process in Canmore include 
the technical work behind the risk assessment. Mitigation is extremely technical, and 
relies on cascading assumptions, which are in turn dependent on the quality of data. 
Municipalities have little ability (and human and financial capacity) to ensure that the 
risk assessment is done correctly. Establishing risk tolerance criteria for a community is 
difficult and time-consuming – and post-disaster there may be little will to get this done, 
particularly in smaller communities. When mitigation may not be possible, residents 
have to be alerted to the risk. Willingness to stop development is often missing- little 
political will combined with a lack of cultural/institutional memory of the hazard often 
contributes to this. 

INNOVATIVE IDEAS/NEW DEVELOPMENTS: 

The risk [of any hazard], once you know it, is difficult to ignore. However, personal 
versus collective responsibility is a huge issue. For example, should it be a requirement 
to disclose risk when buying/selling a home in a risk area? Is diked land considered 
“safe” to build on? Where does the funding for mitigation come from? Mitigation must 
distinguish between existing and new development, and emphasize political will, public 
knowledge, and community consultation. Finally, we should be careful not to create an 
environment where the public thinks that everything can be mitigated - disclosure is 
important. 

POD 2 - TRAIN DERAILMENT 

Cynthia Lulham, City of Westmount 

This case study focused on “Guidelines for New Development in Proximity to Railway 
Operations” that was published in 2013 by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities 
and Railway Association of Canada (FCM/RAC). The guidelines were presented while 
taking into consideration trail derailment incidents, such as the Lac Mégantic disaster in 
Quebec in 2013. The guidelines are intended to be used by municipal and provincial 
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governments, railways, developers and property owners during land use planning stages 
to mitigate the impacts of locating new developments in proximity to railways. The 
presentation showed examples of poor planning in regard to rail roads. For example, rail 
lines often go through low-income neighborhoods, which places an extra risk/burden on 
an already vulnerable population. 

The key issues that arise when development occurs in proximity to rail are: safety from 
train crossings, train derailments and noise and vibration. Recommended mitigations 
measures for safety from train derailments and crossings are to establish minimum 
setbacks and berms. Most jurisdictions do not have any formal requirements for 
standard 30 metre setbacks from railway corridors. Planners can mitigate through 
careful planning of the types of land uses within proximity of the railway corridors. 
Another issue is the quality of a rail line, which can affect the possibility of a derailment. 
Trains travelling over low quality tracks should slow down to avoid possible derailments. 
Communities should assess the quality of rail lines crossing their communities, and 
when considering new development. Municipalities should consider asking railway 
representatives for upgrading rail tracks and railway crossings to improve safety. In 
terms of noise and vibration impacts, recommended mitigations measures include: 
minimum setbacks, earthen berms, acoustical and/or chain link security fences, and 
additional measures for sound and vibration attenuation.  

One of the main findings of the discussions in this working group is that “rail” needs to 
be made part of the hazards assessment team scope of work. It is recommended that 
municipalities maintain regular contact with railway representatives so that proper 
planning for developing near railways is appropriate and safe. Firstly, to ensure that 
appropriate mitigation measures are in place, in the case where incidents do happen. 
And secondly, when planning industrial zones and expanding rail roads for example, 
appropriate measures can be taken to ensure the safety of nearby residents, especially 
when hazardous goods are to be transported. Other critical issues that need to take 
place in the planning stages are considerations of water management and 
environmental concerns. Further, when approving industrial land uses, consider 
whether railway connectivity and other transportation networks are needed to properly 
service the area.  
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POD 3 - EARTHQUAKE: PROFILE FOR EARTHQUAKE RISK IN THE DISTRICT OF 
NORTH VANCOUVER 

Fiona Dercole, District of North Vancouver & Nicky Hastings, Natural Resources 
Canada 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

This particular case study is unique from the other case studies on Day 2 as there has 
not actually been a damaging earthquake in the region in recent history. The study 
presented documents a profile of earthquake risk for the District of North Vancouver 
using scenario examples. Insights gained from this study provide the necessary context 
for understanding what to expect in the event of a major earthquake in the future. Prior 
to the study, there was some knowledge of historical earthquakes and the vulnerability 
of the west coast of British Columbia to earthquakes. Currently, strong emergency 
management is in place, with a very organized and reputable emergency response 
team. The District of North Vancouver has a very good relationship with other 
municipalities on the North Shore (i.e., City of North Vancouver, District of West 
Vancouver), and there is a disaster bylaw shared by all three communities as are 
financial resources and decisions in the case of a disaster. 

WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

This study produced a Shakeout Scenario consisting of a 7.3 magnitude earthquake in 
the Strait of Georgia. The study was written for a broad audience and based on 
numerical loss estimation models, providing insights on expected physical impacts and 
associated socioeconomic consequences for a plausible earthquake event. The 
earthquake scenario produced a common framework of understanding to promote 
collaboration between scientists, planners, decision makers and the general public.  

The study found that the primary earthquake hazards in this region include ground 
shaking, landslides, fire and liquefaction. The most vulnerable areas are on river 
floodplains where there are soft soils and older unreinforced concrete and masonry 
buildings. These areas comprise the commercial industrial area along the waterfront and 
form part of Port Metro Vancouver. The impacts of such an earthquake include building 
damage, economic loss, casualties, and loss of infrastructure lifelines, utilities and 
water; essentially all realms of society would face both direct and indirect consequences 
from such an event. 
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WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

This study has established the necessary context to explore risk reduction strategies in 
all stages of pre-event emergency planning, land use decision-making, and 
infrastructure development. The risk assessment clearly highlights the most vulnerable 
areas of the municipality and allows municipal staff to focus on those areas for 
emergency response, recovery planning and building resiliency into development 
processes. A fluid living document, the Earthquake Ready Action Plan, has been 
produced and will be used for mitigation, preparing the community and coordinating 
responses. 

KEY ISSUES: 

Two key findings were brought back the plenary session (see Appendix E for an 
exhaustive list of issues identified). First, detailed and comprehensive re-development 
plans could be prepared prior to the earthquake to aid in efficient and coordinated re-
development post-earthquake. And second, there should be political transparency with 
potential solutions available. 

INNOVATIVE IDEAS/NEW DEVELOPMENTS: 

Some innovative ideas were brought forward, including: earthquake-proof show homes 
for best practices; support for innovative experts, organizations and stakeholders; and 
incentives to upgrade resiliency and retrofitting. 

MISSING IN THE GUIDE: 

Three key issues were identified in this group’s discussions as the main missing items in 
the draft Guide and presented in the plenary session: 

• Identification of building conditions and cost-benefit analysis (building 
condition evaluation is discussed in Appendix J of the current Guide on 
Risk Assessment. Cost-benefit analysis is covered in Appendix P on 
Monitoring and Evaluation); 

• The importance of engaging First Nations; and 
• Establishing performance-based building tools as risk reduction 

measures. 
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POD 4 - LANDSLIDE: 2014 OSO LANDSLIDE 

Dan McShane, Stratum Group 

WHAT WAS KNOWN? 

In March of 2014, a major slide occurred in almost the same area as a previous (smaller) 
slide in 2006. Landslide risk was very well known in the area of the 2014 Oso landslide. 
Visible slumps along valley walls were a key sign of slope instability. Furthermore, it was 
known that slides had occurred in the area in the past - geological evidence showed that 
slides had been occurring since prehistoric times. Despite this knowledge, development 
began in the area during the 1990s.  

WHAT WERE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

The impacts of the 2014 slide were large. First, the slide completely wiped out nearly 50 
homes, resulting in the death of 44 people. The Stillaguamuish River was blocked by the 
slide, changing the river’s course. State Route 530 was blocked, disrupting 
transportation, and creating difficulty for people trying to get to work. In total, $42 
million dollars in damage materialized, with the potential for more in the form of 
liability costs. 

WHAT WAS LEARNED? 

Because of the impacts from the event, much was learned from this disaster. In 2014 a 
report came out which contained 13 lessons. Most of these, unfortunately, were about 
response to landslide events, rather than planning to mitigate landslide risk.  

One key finding is the importance of knowing how far landslides will run. One way to 
understand possible future impacts of landslides is to assess the occurrence and [aerial] 
extent of landslides in the past. 

KEY ISSUES THAT AFFECTED LAND USE CHANGE: 

One important issue identified in the aftermath of the landslide is that policy is critical 
before writing building and land use codes. Perhaps the disaster could have been 
avoided if policy makers had worked harder to create policy surrounding landslide risk in 
the area. 
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INNOVATIVE IDEAS/NEW DEVELOPMENTS: 

Another significant lesson to come out of the disaster was that Washington State does 
not have enough accurate hazard maps. It was learned, however, that LiDAR is an 
extremely useful, and accessible, tool to map landslide risk areas. This is something that 
should be used more often, and applies to other risks beyond landslides. 

USING THE RISK-BASED LAND USE PLANNING GUIDE AND 
DISSEMINATION  

The plenary session in the afternoon of Day 2 was used to: 

1. assess who (i.e. persons or organizations) has an interest in using the Guide; and 
2. to determine mechanisms for dissemination. 

USING THE GUIDE 

Participants were asked to identify and post on sticky 
notes: people and organizations who have an interest 
in the Guide, and potential users of the Guide. 
Participants were then asked to: identify compelling 
reasons to use the Guide; possible deterrents from 
using the Guide; and to identify potential solutions to 
address possible deterrents. Individuals and 
organizations 
who were 
identified are 
summarized and 
grouped in 
Appendices F, G, 

and H. Connections between individuals/groups were 
identified (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 
Participants are identifying 
(potential) users of the Guide by 
placing sticky notes on the mural. 

Snapshot of sticky notes on the mural. 
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Figure 1. Identified connections between users of the Guide. 
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MECHANISMS FOR DISSEMINATION 

Participants were asked to identify potential dissemination platforms for the Guide. The 
participants drew connections between existing organizations on the mural. In the ensuing 
discussion the following suggestions for potential dissemination platforms were made and 
received general support from the participants: 

• Professional meetings, conferences, and workshops (CIP, etc.); 
• Social Media; 
• Introduce to Canadian planning schools/curricula; 
• Insurance Bureau of Canada; 
• Present the Guide to Metro Vancouver committees; and 
• Include the Guide in real estate training courses. 

The participants were subsequently asked to identify barriers or hurdles within their discipline 
to dissemination and to identify possible solutions to overcome these barriers. The main 
comments were: 

• Communities may have difficulty digesting the amount of material. A solution would be 
to provide a more succinct version of the Guide to get people in the door; and 

• Communities may lack [hazard] knowledge, which would make it hard to even get 
started. Trained consultants could work with municipalities and help them to get 
started. 

Participants were then asked what kind of training should accompany the dissemination of the 
Guide, and who should provide such training and where it should take place. Suggestions 
include: 

• Consultants could work with municipalities; 
• If a cohort of municipalities is engaging in the process, the municipalities could work 

together and share resources; 
• Provide workshops (possibly by CIP) about how to ask for, and how to read, technical 

documents; 
• Create a short animated video to demystify the process explained in the Guide and 

show it at conferences; and 
• Bring the Guide into university courses and upgrade credentials. 

The participants further identified processes and structures for acceptance and 
institutionalization at different government levels. Comments include: 

• Create positive incentives for using certain tools; 
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• Having the Guide as a mandatory requirement will not work; 
• Ensure an incremental introduction; 
• There is a need to “jump the emergency management/planner divide;” 
• Use workshops like this to work out details; and 
• There is a need to integrate the Guide with already existing processes. 

The Federal Disaster Mitigation program was identified by the participants as a program that 
could serve as a platform for the Guide. 

Finally, the participants identified barriers to implementation of the Guide. Concerns include: 

• Smaller communities may have less capacity to digest the Guide; 
• There are many ways to implement the processes in the Guide; and 
• A dialogue needs to be created to get people to engage in land use risk management 

planning processes. They need to understand that the Guide is scalable and open to 
doing things in a variety of different ways.  
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WORKSHOP EVALUATIONS 

Workshop evaluations were handed out to the participants with their registration package on 
Day 1. Participants were asked to complete their evaluation at the end of the workshop on Day 
2, and responses were received from 22 workshop participants. However, some participants 
were unable to attend all or part of Day 2 of the workshop. 

Overall, the workshop was very well received and evaluated by the participants (see Appendix I 
for details). The participants specifically appreciated the diverse group of people, with 
representatives from a variety of disciplines. Furthermore, they valued the networking 
opportunities offered at the workshop. 

When asked what the participants would have liked to have seen changed or done differently, 
several suggestions were made. First, presentations or discussions of international case studies 
or examples were mentioned. Second, better municipal representation. And third, several 
respondents would have liked to see all the case studies presented in the plenary session, 
before being split-up in break-out sessions. 

All participants who answered the relevant question positively indicated that they would like to 
see the workshop continued in the future. Several suggestions were made regarding the 
purpose of a future workshop. A number of respondents indicated that a workshop should be 
organized to promote the Guide, its implementation and dissemination. Some participants 
identified the need to “take the Guide across the country” or to create a national perspective. 
Other respondents would like to see workshops dedicated to training and setting of standards 
and best practices. Several participants indicated an interest in workshops devoted to more 
case studies. For example, presentations by communities that have used the Guide in planning, 
or case studies of hazards that were not discussed in the current workshop (e.g., wild fire, 
agricultural hazard, etc.). Other suggestions for future workshops include a discussion on a 
framework for a new National Disaster Mitigation Program; the feasibility of a national 
resiliency rating system/exploring resiliency/national resilience studio; and a workshop on how 
to link the Guide to a Disaster Relief Program. 

Many respondents indicated that they would take several aspects of what they learned at the 
workshop back to their communities or working organizations. Some mentioned they will 
promote the existence of the Guide and the use or implementation of the Guide to their 
community. In addition, some specifically mentioned they would promote the need for the 
Guide and the need for action, and the enthusiasm (and need) for action and collaboration by 
multiple sectors (including the need for multiple municipal departments to work together). 
Another respondent found that the Guide was immediately applicable to current development 
and for flood hazard planning. Others indicated they could envision a scaled-down version of 
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the Guide for their community, or an incorporation of the Guide into professional development. 
One respondent reflected that his own community should share their experiences with other 
communities and organizations across Canada. 

A final comment and suggestion was made to include a representatives from the Quebec 
government in future deliberations as it was suggested that the Quebec “Land Use File” is quite 
well organized and takes a pro-active stance regarding “new climate change” related hazards, 
and the Guide could benefit from this experience and knowledge. 
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WHERE DO WE GO NEXT? 

Changes have been made to the draft Guide immediately after the workshop. The changes 
involve the correction of spelling mistakes, updating of references, and clarification of certain 
concepts (see italicized comments previously and the summary of the main changes to the 
Guide to date in Appendix J). An updated Draft Guide has been submitted to Natural Resources 
Canada (NRCan) in Ottawa on February 12, 2015 and has been made available online for 
workshop participants and other registered users. 

Pending acceptance from NRCan, further changes are anticipated and will be made available in 
an Interim Guide. Some of these changes include a review of statements in Volume 1 of the 
Guide that refer to legislation. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Several suggestions were made to further the publication, use, and promotion of the Guide. 
These suggestions are summarized below based on the plenary and small group discussions and 
workshop evaluations. 

1. Conduct a training/education workshop with municipal stakeholders and pilot the Guide 
with these stakeholders. Develop a training package to accompany the Guide. 

2. Contact Guide champions and organizations to identify key reviewers from the various 
stakeholders. Hold a series of working sessions to receive input to identify areas which 
need to incorporate national perspectives (including legislation). Secure funding to 
accommodate provincial/territorial perspectives into the Guide (i.e., are provincial 
guides required or is one national guide with additional referencing appropriate?).  

3. Host a series of workshops across Canada to promote the Guide and to work with 
government officials. 

4. Further consider how the Guide can better resonate with multiple users. For example, 
would a series of pamphlets (e.g., “How Elected Officials Can Use the Guide”) to 
accompany the Guide be useful? 

5. Work with identified champions and organizations to develop a promotional campaign 
to encourage the use of the Guide.  

6. Form a committee or structure to develop a dissemination strategy which includes 
opportunities to present at national and regional conferences, “trade shows,” and 
regional meetings to promote the use of the Guide.  

7. Link the Guide to Canada’s National Mitigation Strategy. 
8. Print and distribute Figure 2 of the Guide as a standalone with additional text. 
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9. Provide a well-constructed volume on classic Canadian case studies that provide sample 
concepts in hazard assessment, exposure to a hazard, vulnerability to a hazard, 
probability of occurrence, etc. The case study volume could be used as a venue to 
provide guidance as to what could have been done and what could be done now to 
reduce losses and risk. 

10. Develop an inventory of various applicable mitigation strategies that have been 
successfully implemented in Canada (and elsewhere) as a companion to the Guide. 
Some mitigation strategies may have to be implemented through new Provincial 
legislation or possibly by taking land out of private ownership. 
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APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX A – WORKSHOP AGENDA 

Day One – January 21 2015 

 08.00:  Registration Opens 

Continental Breakfast 
08.30:  Welcome by Mayor Richard Walton and Introductions 

09.00:  Overview of The Risk-Based Land Use Guide - Bert Struik, Natural Resources 
Canada 

 09.30:  Presentation of Four Flooding Case Studies 

1. UK Flooding: Matthew Graham, AMEC Foster Wheeler 
2. Coastal Flooding: Hugh Fraser, City of Delta 
3. Alberta Flooding: John Conrad, Alberta Environment and Sustainable 

Resources 
4. Don Valley Flooding: Steve Heuchert, Toronto and Region Conservation 

 10.30:  Refreshment Break 

 11.00:  Discipline Focused Break-Out Discussion Groups 

 12.00:  Lunch Break 

 13.00:  Multidisciplinary Focused Break-Out Discussion Groups 

 15.00  Refreshment Break 

 15.30: Plenary/Feedback from Break-Out Discussion Groups 

 16.30:  End 

 16.45-18.45: Reception 
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Day Two 

 08.00:  Continental Breakfast 

08.30:  Opening Presentation – James Schwab, American Planning Association 

09.15:  Introduction to Day Two Break-Out Discussion Groups  

09.30:  Case Study Discussions  

1. Debris Flow: Julia Eisl, Town of Canmore, AB 

2. Train Derailment: Cynthia Lulham, City of Westmount, QB 

3. Earthquake: Fiona Dercole, District of North Vancouver and Nicky Hastings, 
Natural Resources Canada 
 

4. Landslide – Dan McShane, Stratum Group, Bellingham 

 10.00:  Refreshment Break 
 10.20:  Resumption of Break-Out Discussion Groups 

11.20:  Feedback from Break-Out Discussion Groups 
 12.00:  Lunch Break 
 13.00:  Creating Land Use Champions 

• Who has An Interest In Risk-Based Land Use Planning 
a. Persons 
b. Organizations 

• Mechanisms For Dissemination 
• Process And Structures For Institutionalization And Acceptance 

 14.30:  Summary/Concluding Remarks 
 15.00:  End 
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APPENDIX B – PARTICIPANTS AND SUPPORT STAFF 

Participant Organization 

Linda Allen CitySpaces Consulting Ltd. 

Eric Arsenault City of Moncton 

Paul Becker Architectural Institute of British Columbia 

John Clague Simon Fraser University 

John Conrad Alberta Environment and Sustainable Resources Development 

Louis Conway Architectural Institute of British Columbia 

Fiona Dercole District of North Vancouver 

Julia Eisl Town of Canmore 

Elizabeth English University of Waterloo 

Hugh Fraser City of Delta 

Christian Garrow Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 

Matt Godsoe Defence R&D Canada,  Centre for Security Science (CSS) 

Matt Graham Amec Foster Wheeler 

Nicky Hastings Natural Resources Canada 

Steven Heuchert Toronto and Region Conservation 

Matthias Jakob BGC Engineering Inc. 

Jacinthe Lacroix Meteorological Service of Canada, Environment Canada 

Laura Langs Public Safety Canada 

Cathy LeBlanc Government of British Columbia 

Steve Litke Fraser Basin Council 

Carol Loski EMBC, Ministry of Justice 

Cynthia Lulham City of Westmount 

Tamsin Lyle Ebbwater Consulting 

Dan McShane Stratum Group 

Norma Miller British Columbia Real Estate Association 

Tamsin Mills District of Squamish 

Peter Mitchell Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists of BC 

Ray Monteith HUB International Ltd. 

Neil Peters Ministry of Forests and Natural Resource Operations 

Jim Schwab American Planning Association 

Bert Struik Natural Resources Canada 
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Participant Organization 

Chad Taylor City of Delta 

Mayor Richard Walton District of North Vancouver 

Lorrie Williams City of New Westminster 

 

Support Staff  

Marit Heideman Justice Institute of British Columbia 

Karen Hodson Justice Institute of British Columbia 

Laurie Pearce Justice Institute of British Columbia 

  

Shauna Johnson Student Recorder, UBC, School of Community and Regional Planning 

Alix Krahn Student Recorder, UBC, School of Community and Regional Planning 

Michelle Marteleira Student Recorder, UBC, School of Community and Regional Planning 

Emily Rosen Student Recorder, UBC, School of Community and Regional Planning 

Elliot Turnbull Student Recorder, UBC, School of Community and Regional Planning 
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APPENDIX C – DETAILED FLIP CHART NOTES: DAY 1 DISCIPLINARY 
BREAK-OUT SESSIONS 

POD 1 – CITY PLANNERS & LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

KEY ISSUES 

 Poor land-use planning policies, even with prior knowledge of hazard 
 Miscommunication between government agencies or departments 
 Lack of consistency in follow-through 
 Reactionary  not strategizing for broader issues 
 Interdependency between systems 
 *Cumulative effects 
 Intensity of natural events (weather, sea level rise and storm surge) 
 Conflict with residents/community over development and flood risk 
 Economic issues : costs of mitigation 

MISSING INFORMATION 

 Guide assumes development; no alternatives identified (as no development to 
occur) 

 Should consider broader multi-jurisdictional implications : costs and consequences 
(natural habitats) 

 Cumulative impacts 
 Risk transfer between municipalities 
 Reconsider graphics under “monitor decision success” 
 Should consider broader community/regional collaboration (add regional context at 

beginning of document – not just your community) 
 Clarify discussion regarding climate change mitigation and adaptation 
 Change “Municipal Government Act” to “Local Government Act” 
 Language: pg. 3 “monitoring development” 
 Reviewing and incorporating new info and data on risks 

POD2 – SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS 

 Jurisdictional differences between events 
 Interlinked policies between local  regional  national 
 How does a community decide priorities? 

o People vs economic vs social vs environment 
 Where the Guide sits relevant to legislation 
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o Provincial, local 
o Visual/graphical representation 

 2004 BC Flood Guideline 
o Environment Management Act – existing protection in there already --- 

 Building code – expensive for retrofit 
o Instead waste water treatment plant legislation 
o Guide is framework – endorse by government 
o See professional to seek guidance on how to flood-proof for example: 

 Go around building code 
 What about liability of the professional? 

 Not applicable to all hazards 
 Differing risk tolerance across funders/stakeholders and legal jurisdictions 
 Database of information for risk assessments over time 
 Will communities take all impacts into account? 

o Perhaps set a minimum community risk assessment threshold? 
o Unexpected risks 

POD3 – GOVERNMENT (FEDERAL & PROVINCIAL) 

KEY ISSUES 

 Need for collaboration approach 
 Address personal responsibility 
 Threshold for engagement 
 Increased need for guidance 
 Bridging groups, organization and communities 
 Involvement of First Nations 
 Expand planning process to the wider public audience 
 Interactive forums with multiple community groups and stakeholders 
 Incorrect policy and legislative statements in Land-Use Guide 
 Not universally applicable 
 Required increased policy and regulation 
 Strict implementation 
 Economic pressures, and political will and capacity 
 Coherent among multiple layers of government 
 Complexity of guides for smaller municipalities 
 Leverage for decision-makers 
 Localized mapping 
 Increased technical information and indicators 
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 Risk information integration within the community 
 Community visioning and discussion 

KEY MESSAGES TO PLENARY: 

 Accountability 
 Accessing non-technical information 
 Community capacity and ownership 
 Light guide 
 Incentives 
 Enforcing policies and regulation 
 Governance consistency 

POD 4 - OTHERS 

KEY ISSUES 

 Values 
 Numbers 

o Where to they come from? 
o More technical details 

 Quantifying risk 
o Subjective 
o Community influence on risk 
o Estimation required 

 Identifying critical infrastructure 
o High level vs community values 

 Easily ignored 
o Move toward influencing policy 
o Balance $/justice hope/fear (different people respond to different 

issues) 
 Political will 

o Seems to take an event to trigger change 
o Need politicians on your side (very difficult) 

 Needs more detail how to “get there” 
o Concrete examples/case studies 
o Specifics/context 
o Risk matrix for different levels of preparation 

 Concrete examples help grasp notion of risk 
o Makes it more usable, ↑political will 
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o Need to increase urgency for city staff 
 Hazard-based guide? 

o Risk is too intangible 
o Show hazard + potential impact on community 

INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENTS 

 Naturalization  ecosystem management (picture on flipchart shows landslide into 
a trough with a built-up area on the other side for control) *provide more examples 
like this 

o Velocity of event plays a role 
 Temporary Reservoir Space 

o Within cities; playing space I dry season 
o Suburban areas/rural areas; floating houses on reservoirs 
o Multipurpose spaces = increased political will, e.g. parking garages designed 

to be reservoirs 
 Decision tree with options 
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APPENDIX D - DAY 1 AFTERNOON: MULTIDISCIPLINARY BREAK-OUT 
SESSIONS 

POD 1 

KEY ISSUES: 

 Need for a national and provincial framework 
o NDMP 
o And/or private sector 
o Insurance could play a role (?) 

“Hazard” is more quantifiable/understandable than “risk” 

 Cumulative impacts 
o This Guide must be resourced/funded properly 

 Having people internalize cost of disasters 
o Have 10 – 12 pilot communities test the Guide 
o Apply against disasters which have already occurred.  

ESTABLISH YOUR NEEDS: 

 Much is required under Local Government Act 
o Useful as overview and broad tool 
o Not a tool for developers 

 Intended for municipal staff and community 
o Regional scale 

 Scaled-down/lighter version, especially for smaller communities 
 Community engagement is key 
 What is of value to community 

o Must spend a lot of time here  
 Be thorough 

DEFINE HAZARD POTENTIAL: 

 Hazard-specific rather than multi-hazard  engineering (?) perspective 
 Must understand variety of hazards 

o Address all hazards and prioritize 
o Changes with scale of community  municipal perspective 

 Consider who is at the table  will change which hazards are considered 
 Can’t look solely at specific hazards 
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IDENTIFY WHAT COULD BE HARMED: 

 Knowing what (+cost) of what could be harmed could have made a difference  
Calgary 

o Having process in place 
o Risk wasn’t unknown 
o Political interest and funding wasn’t there for mitigation 
o What risk is community willing to accept 
o But often people accept risk beyond what they comprehend  do not 

actually understand risk 
 How do you communicate risk? 

o This (+ next step) are the risk assessment 

RECOMMEND SAFE LAND USE 

 This is where the “rubber hits the road” 
 Political will – make the hard decisions 
 What is already there? 
 May need to accept risk and/or put money away if something happens 
 Other mitigation options – each has limitations 

o Every municipality should have suite of options, not just land use 
 Using different working and modify graphics (move house back) 

o Make graphics more resilient 
 Social memory vital to political/bureaucratic interest – we need reminders/events 
 Why aren’t we building historical memory? 
 Using schooling to increase institutional memory 
 Institutional memory may not lead to action/mitigation 
 May need extra step – communicating and understanding risk 
 Also need enforcement/monitoring. 

MONITOR DECISION SUCCESS: 

 Hard part is getting buy-in 
o Extensive community engagement 
o Door-to-door, social media 
o “What’s in it for me?” 
o Having them co-design/design it themselves 

 Aesthetics are important 
 Have pilot communities actually use the Guide 

o Have a better sense of cost, time, etc. 
 Time constraints 
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o Local level – broad multiplicity of issues 
 Federal government reducing disaster recovery fund 
 Need to start mitigating 
 Can’t put energy into this until there is legislation 
 Need national framework 
 Go through process before funding for projects 

CLIMATE CHANGE: 

 Should be more explicit 
 Include climate change in hazard potential 
 Greater frequency and severity 
 No resources to deal with all issues 
 Issues are complex to deal with, especially in smaller communities 
 Must be up-front-and-center 
 Case studies: variety of geographies, practitioners 
 Need to work out mechanics/algorithm 
 ICLEA for additional tools 
 Practical application important 
 Funding 
 National framework 
 Community buy-in and memory 

POD 2 

 Consistent vocabulary/language in Guide moving forward from local  national, e.g. 
BC Hazard Risk Assessment or similar/better 

 Small communities vs larger communities or communities what are growing and the 
application of the Guide in those scenarios 

 Different standards of practice for building near high risk hazard areas – back-
tracking 

 Lack of funding but the intent is there, e.g. high property values barrier to purchase 
land in high risk areas to make undevelopable 

 Have a list of case studies that are documented – share information  one database 
 How will the Guide work in municipalities that may not have developed a risk 

tolerance? 
 Need to have a level of risk tolerance that is the max you can do within economic 

means. But also use the measure of ALARP (as low as reasonably practical) 
 1st step – establishing acceptable level of risk in mandate – needs more substance in 

this step for communities that are starting fresh.  Many ways to do this. 
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 2nd step – establish needs – add economy 
 Make the process in guideline as a loop for reiterations and continual improvement 
 Good to have both visual and text 
 Look back at major hazardous events and include in the Guide to share them with 

other communities who haven’t experienced such events. 
o Tell their stories  - encourages others to do this work 
o Transparency – helps others learn 

SECTION (1) PRIORITIZING STRATEGY REVISITED IN SECTION 5 

 Prioritized Decision-Making Matrix with level of risks and taking into account 
community values, resources, etc. 

o Scoring system – non-prescriptive 

SECTION 2 HAZARD MAPPING 

 Higher level of government to come out with hazard mapping standards or 
guidelines 

o Or professional organization/association 
o Or local governments in providing tools such as LIDAR 

SECTION 2.2 CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECTIONS 

 To be included here  including cascading climate change impacts 

SECTION 3 DEPTH/DAMAGE CURVE 

 Is reversed in most other places in the world 

POD 3 

NEEDS:  

 Government regulation 
 Incentives and commodification 
 Shared responsibility 
 Assess risk for future development 
 Concrete examples of risks 
 Financial resources 
 Protect vulnerability of lower-income communities 
 Integrate Guide into multi-governmental framework 
 Cross-jurisdictional issues 
 Community consultation process to assess risks 
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 Bottom-up mainstreaming of risk management 
 Define results and desired outcomes within the Guide 
 Quantifiable fact sheet with cost-benefit analysis 
 Options to pursue funding 
 Visualization tools 

POTENTIAL LOSSES: 

 Regularly reassess risks and changing environments 
 Guide captures “sweet spot” with a balance of detail and simplicity for a wide 

audience (length, language, etc.) 
 Concept of risk is complex, important to engage and educate while building the 

Guide 
 Scale of knowledge sharing 

CLIMATE CHANGE: 

 Re-evaluation of environmental hazard changes 
 Contextual assessments 
 Address hazards through a climate change lens 
 Climate impacts identification 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 Increase the graphics (links to more information) 
 Black-and-white photos to be colored in 
 Font size and style 
 Light Guide/Brochure 
 Checklists 
 “Project Impacts” Guide as an effective template 
 Regional knowledge sharing and capacity building 
 “Options” for planners  

SUMMARY: 

 Content is useable for wide audience 
 Balance of detail and simplicity for “sweet spot” 
 Accessibility 
 Increase the “pull” factor 
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POD 4 

KEY ISSUES: 

 Links between communities and regional government 
o Critical infrastructure  diversity of perspective  economic issues 

 Different version of the Guide for small communities 
o Less technical to accommodate lower capacities/limited resources 

 Community involvement (reinforce) 
o Very important 

 Visual examples of risk tolerance 
o See your status compared to other communities 

 More national examples 
 Dealing with missing data 

o Guesstimates e.g.: flood heights 
o Community-based knowledge 

 Low probability/high consequence 
 Political buy-in 
 Concrete numbers 
 Comparison to other communities 
 Redevelopment 
 Cultural values 

o Strengthened in the Guide 
o What should be prioritized? 

 Reanalyze trend (in terms of Climate Change and changing baselines) 
o Risk changes over time, should be emphasized 
o Communication to lay people = community buy-in 

NEEDS (SECTION 1): 

 Justification/explanation for why “needs” come before hazards 
 Explain it is not necessarily a linear step 1  step 2 process.  They can occur 

simultaneously. 
 More generic focus (see p. 22) 

DEFINE HAZARD POTENTIAL: 

 Comprehensive list of hazards (maybe in appendix) 
 Consider joint probabilities with credible examples 
 Consider SPR model 
 Figure on p. 36  add “intensity” pipe OR “*” 
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 Page 34  risk tolerance graph is not clear (#s on X-axis low to high) * see GRIST, 
Roberts (2013) 

 Change “magnitude” to “intensity” duration/ 

IDENTIFY WHAT COULD BE HARMED: 

 Identify alternative data sources 
 Emphasize need for/importance of mapping (reference back to p. 34) 
 P. 34  add APEC reference 

CALCULATE POTENTIAL LOSSES: 

 p. 40  change appendix I to J 
 Asides on tools which identifies costs, time, accuracy or index, e.g., Hazus 

RECOMMEND SAFE LAND USE: 

 Regional approach is critical 
 p. 41  top of page, hazard to be in terms of human-caused 
 p. 40  5.1 delete words after colon 
 Adding intended use (also step 6) 

NOTE:  p. 102 appendix K – clarify definition of 1 in 100 year flood 

NOTE: look at words tolerance – acceptability in entire guide. 

MONITOR DECISION SUCCESS: 

 Typo “developed” (p. 41, 6.1) 
 6.2  add if risk tolerance has changed 
 Review “regularly” e.g.: every 5-10 years or after a major event or major study 
 Set up an “answer” for case studies 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

 In hazard list, identify which ones are subject to climate change 
o Identify uncertainty for higher order effects 

 Living document 

OTHER: 

 Active vs passive mitigation (high level/accessible) 
o Provide a few “solutions” 

 Encourage room to respond to changing hazards 
 Mention accountability  
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APPENDIX E - DAY 2 MORNING: DETAILED FLIP CHART NOTES NON-
FLOOD CASE STUDIES 

POD 1- DEBRIS FLOW 

KEY ISSUES 

 Cost – is it cheaper to buy houses or build a dam? 
 Space constraints and housing shortage 
 Communication to groups in high-risk areas 
 Little disaster history/memory 
 Chance of dam not built 
 Worst case:  1:3,000 year event 

o Why not 1:`10,000 year? 
 Environmental impact assessment? 

o Will be done – AB government requirement 
o First Nations consultation 
o Dam safety assessment 

 “Regulations are our friend” 
 How to avoid developer wanting to build on fan? 
 Jurisdictional issues 
 Political will – developer pressure, long-term maintenance 

RISK BASED LAND USE GUIDE: 

 Didn’t do community tolerance 
o Used provincial guidelines and info from Vancouver 

 Did use risk-based process 
 Hard to ignore once you know the risk 
 How to get people to use it 

o Risk a complicated concept 
o Risk v. hazard – concepts often mixed up 

 Requires series of cascading assumptions 
o Some very hard to determine 
o Difficult technical assessments 

 Personal v. collective responsibility 
o E.g., buying/selling house in risk area requirement to disclose risk? 
o Historical knowledge 
o Covenant on property? 
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 May or may not require engineering report 
 Diked land considered “safe” 
 Disaster assistance funding 

o Return to previous state, no mitigation 
 Would the Guide have changed development? 

o To some extent 
o Land not at risk is limited 

 Looking at more general hazards? 
o Focused on mountain creeks 
o Want to look at some others 

KEY POINTS: 

 Immediate political will and public knowledge 
 Community consultation very important 

• Need to have mitigation options ready 
 Have will to step through entire process 
 Are we creating an environment where public thinks we can mitigate everything?  

Discourse is important 
 Distinguish between existing and new development 
 What about when mitigation is not possible? 

• Have to alert to risk 
 Growth pressures 

• Little cultural memory and political will 
 How to get to a place where willing to stop development? 
 Getting to community definition of acceptable risk very difficult 

• Why is this responsibility of local government and not province? 
• Development pressures 

 Consistent general document at province way to go? 
• Guiding principles/regulations 
• Goal for landslides at prov. In BC 

 Political will in U.S.? 
• More national guidance 
• Flooding : FEMA v. powerful 

 Establishing risk tolerance criteria is the issue 
• Time-consuming, requires experts 
• Post-disaster may not want to take time 

 Going through steps very costly 
• Add estimates of costs of each step for different sizes of communities 
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 Scalability of model? 
• May not be possible for smaller communities 
• Have a scaled-down, more qualitative model 

 Mitigation extremely technical + you want to get it right 
 Have to rely on quality of data 
 APEG document 

• Provide assurance to municipalities 
 Before flood : no awareness 

• But could have done study 
 Canada developing very quickly  may not have information 

POD 2 – TRAIN DERAILMENT 

 Railway crossings are dangerous 
• Separated and/or upgraded crossings to be considered at development 

stage 
 Uses on the sides of the railway 
 Appropriate set-backs and mitigation measures (fence, berm, etc.) 

SECTION: 

 Exposure and Vulnerability – take into consideration siting of social housing and 
vulnerable populations in proximity to railways 

STEP 2: 

 Identify hazards to include transportation  rail 
 Page 35 – include graphic/visual for transportation and/or industrial hazards 
 Appendix N – add zoning as a mitigation tool 
 Exposure – “safety” and “livability” 
 “sustainability” 
 Add guideline link to references 
 Municipalities should maintain regular communication with railroads 
 Bring rail in as part of hazard team 
 Quality of the rail line – option available to bring forward 
 Land Use – take into account water management and appropriate set-backs 

• Environmental consideration 
• Drinking water 

 First Nations Land – and railways – who to contact? 
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 When/if approving industrial use, consider whether rail is needed and other 
transportation networks. 

 Sidings 
 Change in use 

POD 3 - EARTHQUAKES 

KEY ISSUES: (UNDERLINED BULLETS ARE EMPHASIZED ON FLIPCHART; WERE 
DISCUSSED AS MAIN FINDINGS AT PLENARY) 

 Recovery plan emphasis 
 Address long-term risk planning 
 Financial resources 
 Detailed and comprehensive re-development plans prior to disaster  
 Monitoring event responses 
 Seismic upgrades 
 Real-time mapping of hazards 
 Rapid damage assessment and social vulnerability impact 
 Early warning systems 
 Automatic shut downs 
 One-on-one expert advice 
 Earthquake-proof show homes for best practices (prototype) 
 Training and workshops for staff of high-vulnerable facilities 
 Political transparency with solutions 
 Empowering businesses and individuals 
 Support of innovative experts, organizations and stakeholders 
 Incentives to upgrade resilience and retrofitting 

WHAT IS MISSING? 

 Case studies/scenario approaches 
 Neighborhood groups trained for disasters 
 Understanding social capital and community resources 
 Community points of distribution/area communities and centres 
 Recycling community debris in re-development 
 Outreach in public and private sector 
 Identify building conditions and cost-benefit analysis 
 Establish municipal building code guidance 
 Adjust or amend zoning bylaws on high-risk land 
 Include hazards in local area plans 
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 BC building Code 
 Engaging First Nations 
 Lessons learned 
 Establish performance-based building tools as risk reduction measures 

POD 4 - LANDSLIDE 

KEY ISSUES: 

 “Policy poking”  real events as policy poke 
• How to disseminate information to policy makers/public 

o e.g., LIDAR (very accessible/valuable) 
o how to teach people the value of information? 

 Smaller municipalities   Provide alternatives to high level technical data 
 Hazard identification and frequency 

• What time frame?  approximate hazard identification – colour coding 
• Move away from fixation on probabilities 

 Community tolerance + professional knowledge 
• Economic, social, etc.  issues all interwoven 

 Encourage information sharing within departments 

CHANGES: 

 Additional mapping  statewide LiDAR; lots of uses 
 7-10 year review 

• Growth management act 
 “Maximum credible event” 

• Perhaps better than frequency 
• Alternatives to frequency, magnitude, etc. 

 Emerging risk 
 Periodic review of maximum credible event  emphasize this in the Guide 
 Matching code to community policy/comfort level 

INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENTS: 

 Visualization e.g. LiDAR; include reference to what is going on in Washington 
 Early warning systems 

• e.g., of potential mitigation 
• impact based vs forecasts 
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APPENDIX F – INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS IDENTIFIED AS USERS 
OF THE GUIDE 

*= Post-it Flag > users of the Guide 

Organizations have been sorted into common denominator groups post-workshop to provide a 
succinct overview. Comments in italics (in brackets) are slogans that were specifically placed 
beside individual persons or organizations. 

PERSONS: 

 Nicky Hastings* (Hazard Research Driver) 
 Tamsin Guppy* 
 Trevor Allen* (Hazard Research Driver) 
 Political leaders/Mayors/Councilors* (Increased competitiveness) 
 Minister of Public Safety* (The aftermath from the last disaster is the prelude to the 

next one – so get on with it; Pay now save later) 
 Carol Loski* 
 Ernie McGillivray* 
 Bert Struik 
 Minister of FLNRO* 
 Minister of Transportation (provincial)* 
 Minister of Community, Sport and Cultural Development (BC)* 
 Minister of Justice & Attorney General (BC)* 
 Paul Kovacs (ICLR)* 
 Property owners* (Mitigate or move) 
 Laurie Pearce* (Don’t be a municipal caboose. Hop on board with risk-based land-

use) 
 Johan Rockstrom (TED Talk) 
 Kate Raewortil (TED Talk) 
 Paul Becker (AIBC) 
 Dena Lewis, senior manager Ecology Toronto & Region Conservation 
 Don Haley, P.Eng. Toronto & Region Conservation (Retired) 
 Andrea Keeping, water resource engineer, CANDEVCON Limited Ontario 
 Marilee Gadzovski, engineering, City of Pickering, Ontario 
 Federal deputy ministers responsible for emergency management* (Money in the 

bank) 
 David Suzuki* (Protect the diversity of nature; Disasters are something we all can 

reduce, just use this Guide to improve your land use) 
 Fiona Hill (NRC) 
 Regional District Board Chairs 
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 Michael Gordon (Head of Canadian Institute of Planning)* 
 Directors of planning* 
 Planners 
 Emergency Planners & Managers (local government)* 
 Senior water resource engineers from municipalities* 
 Engineering consultants* 
 Approving officers* 
 Municipal lawyers* 
 Sameer Dhalla, Senior Manager water resources engineering Toronto & Region 

Conservation 

ORGANIZATIONS: 

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

 BC Hydro* 
 Critical Infrastructure owners* 
 3rd party utilities 
 National C.I. cross sector forum 
 Gas sector 
 Rail companies* 

EDUCATIONAL/ACADEMIC/RESEARCH 

 NRCAN 
 CRHNet* 
 National Research Council 
 Academic Institutions (Planning schools)* (Lead the Way from Disasters) 
 Universities with land use planning program* (Lead the Way from Disasters) 
 UBC, SFU, BCIT, etc. (Lead the Way from Disasters) 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

 SOREM (Senior Officials Responsible for Emergency Management)* 
 Provincial/Territorial EMO’s (> land use planning group)* 
 First Responders* 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

 Environmental departments 
 Environment Canada (hydrology, hydraulics, NEEC)* 
 Flood plain management associations* 
 Parks Departments* 
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FINANCIAL 

 BC Assessment 
 Banks* 
 Pension Groups* 
 Insurance Bureau of Canada 
 Insurers organizations (IBC, MIABC, Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction)* 
 Financial Institutions/banks (> loans to buy houses)* 
 Board of Trade 
 Chamber of Commerce 
 CMHC (Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation) 

FIRST NATIONS 

 AANDC /INAC* 
 National Aboriginal Land Managers Association 
 First Nation and Inuit Communities 

GOVERNMENT (LOCAL) 

 Municipal engineering departments* 

GOVERNMENT (PROVINCIAL) 

 BC FLNRO* 
 BC CSCD* 
 Conservation Ontario 

GOVERNMENT (FEDERAL) 

 Public Safety Canada* (Spend a loonie, save a twoonie; Come to your 
senses/cents/census) 

 Ministry of agriculture* 
 DFO 

MUNICIPAL ORGANIZATIONS 

 Municipal Associations across Canada* 
 UBCM (provincial Municipalities Association)* 
 Union of BC Municipalities 
 Federation of Canadian Municipalities 
 FCM Sustainable Communities* 
 FCM-RAC proximity initiative 
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT 

 UDI Developers (Attracting Developers) 
 Association régionale des planificateurs* (linked to municipalités regionals de 

comet; MRC)* 
 CIP, PIBC, Planners* (You need good planning when things go off track; Learn from 

past mistakes; Let the land speak, don’t fight mother nature) 
 Municipal development planners* 
 Regional Planning authorities (e.g. MRC in Quebec)* 
 Provincial land-use planning authorities* 

PROFESSIONAL 

 Real Estate Boards 
 BC Real Estate Foundation* 
 APEG engineers* 
 APEGBC 
 RAIC (Royal Architectural Institute of Canada) 
 AIA, Architecture for Humanity, National Resilience Initiative, Resilience Design 

Studios 
 AIBC, Architectural Institute of BC 
 Canadian Builders Association* 
 Engineers Canada* 
 Engineering consultants 

RESILIENCE/CLIMATE CHANGE/SUSTAINABILITY/DISASTER RISK REDUCTION 

 Conservation authorities 
 Stockholm Resilience Centre 
 Canada Green Building Council (CGBC, USGBC; neighborhood LEED development 

rating systems) 
 ISI (Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure, Harvard; envision rating system) 
 CIRS, LIBC (Centre for Interactive Research in Sustainability) 
 Urban Development Institute* 
 Pacific Climate Action Consortium (FEAR “plan to live another day,” Plan or Perish) 
 Canada’s platform for Disaster Risk Reduction 
 National Resilience Studio 

OTHER 

 Communications sector 
 Transport & logistics* 
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APPENDIX G – SLOGANS, DETERRENTS & SOLUTIONS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION 

This appendix covers “slogans” or phrases and words that could be used to marked the Guide, 
and deterrents and solutions for implementation. 

SLOGANS 

 Face it, risks ahead (with a drawing of a face) 
 Hazards ahead, risk assessments needed 
 Risk assessment, rise to the occasion 
 Don’t run for cover, take risk measures 
 Risk Integration Strategy Killer app! 
 An ounce of prevention is worth it ($) 
 Walk on the Resilience side 
 Walk on the Risk (Wild) side 
 R&R, resilience reduces risk and may give you the break you need 
 Use Formula Risk 
 Bounce back with Resilience Formula R 
 Use of this Guide may result in safe, healthy communities with efficient uses of land 
 Just use it 
 Know your risk + cover your A.. 
 An ounce of resilience is worth a pound of recovery 
 Spend now, save later. Resilient Communities 
 One ounce of protection is worth a pound of cure 
 It’s the right thing to do 
 Smart Growth, Basic Planning Principle 
 Have some [political] guts 
 Be a meerkat, not an ostrich 
 “Safe for intended use” 
 Your decision counts 

DETERRENTS: 

 Lack of uniform acceptance 
 Complexity of the steps; need of detailed/precise numbers. Solution: simpler version 

of the Guide; qualitative estimates 
 Time to do it. Solution: Template to fill up 
 Step 1.3 Find community tolerance > Too much for many. Solutions: provide 

alternatives (e.g. value based criteria); develop a risk assessment tool (a simple one) 
 Look of Guide in unappealing > discredits good content? 
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 Public engagement 
 Cost & Political Will (CBAnalysis, ↑ Taxes; Tag onto BC/Federal Comprehensive Plan 

Program) 
 Lack of time (Staff + resources); Solution: prioritization 
 Cost. Solution: senior funding programs, prioritization 
 Hard to engage community. Solution: reach out to community organizations 
 Complexity. Solution: scaled back version to address capacity, cost and time 
 Development pressures 
 Neighbors: everyone needs to implement at the same time 
 Lack of multidisciplinary thinkers. Solution: Education; Women in engineering 
 Lack of education and awareness in planning profession. Solution: mandatory 

education. 
 Political pressure to approve developments anyway. Solution: Ethics re: separation 

of professional opinion vs. political direction. 
 Political will, regulatory hurdles and time required to change. Solution: incorporating 

into plans/policies. 
 Municipality may wish to undertake risk-based planning but lacks confidence. 

Solution: consider using a toll like ICLEI-BARC where a municipality can invest in 
process to have access to expert support to walk through each step of the Guide, 
with tools to support each stage. 

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: 

 Needs to look ‘sexy’ > reformat with a graphic company 
 Reasons to do things right 
 Common approach, “land use play book” to be aligned 
 Demonstrate cost/benefit of use (research project) 
 Buddy system/Mentors 
 More collaboration 
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APPENDIX H: BARRIERS & SOLUTIONS FOR DISSEMINATION 

The following are possible barriers and solutions for dissemination of the Guide. 

POTENTIAL BARRIERS FOR DISSEMINATION 

 A non-believer (at high level). Solution: get a champion at similar level to get the ball 
rolling. 

 Current Guide is pdf-based. Solution: make it more “web.” So need to have more 
tools to develop and support users. 

METHODS FOR DISSEMINATION 

 NRCAN bring to Sendai 
 Interactive Kiosk at trade shows attended by land use planners and elected officials 
 CIP, PIBC, UBCM, FCM (Green Fund; Proximity Initiative): social media channels! 
 Presentations at VISCM conference and other provincial muni organizations (elected 

officials) 
 National Resilience Studio (ask Louis Conway for details) 
 EMBC endorses uses to communities they work with 
 Present Guide at Metro Vancouver Regional City Managers meeting 
 CIP Committee on Natural Hazards > Guide as best practice 
 Conferences 
 Awards 
 Include in Canadian Planning University Programs 
 Integrate the process outlined in the Guide into the development of the official 

community plans 
 Workshops at annual UBCM/FCM annual conference on the Guide with 

examples/case studies. 
 Appeal to the business sense of Insurance/IBC 
 Incentives for retrofit/mitigation 
 Guide to realtors (part of licensing course; Guide on how to find info and 

communicate to clients) 
 Publication of articles by professional associations (identify a champion, 

presentation at conference) 
 Post-secondary education curricula (professional associations; planners, emergency 

managers) 
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APPENDIX I - WORKSHOP EVALUATION RESULTS 

        Not Very      Somewhat     Very 

  Average  

1. Overall, how useful was the workshop to you? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 4.6 

2. How well did the workshop meet its objectives? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 

 

4.5 

3. Did you find the workshop well organized? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 4.9 

4. Did you find the process to be informative? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 4.6 

5. Were the opportunities for networking sufficient? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 

 

4.6 

6. Was the overall quality of the plenary presentations 
satisfactory? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 

 

4.5 

7. Was the overall quality of the breakout presentations 
satisfactory? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 

 

4.6 

8. Was the location suitable? 

 

1          2              3          4           5 

 

3.8 

9. Was the food adequate? 1          2              3          4           5 4.5 
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10. What did you like the most about this workshop? 
 There was a diverse group of individuals which led to interesting discussions and 

different perspectives. 
 The awareness being created regarding the benefits of moving to risk based 

assessments from the traditional approach in BC of using hazard based assessments. 
 Opportunity for discussion of a very important topic 
 The interdisciplinary nature of the group and the discussions were excellent. The 

format worked well for a free flow of ideas. The location and facilitation was 
exceptional. 

 Opportunity to discuss with multiple disciplines 
 Information provided, acquiring knowledge on land-use process.  Networking - 

connecting with professionals from government and private sector. The Guide! 
 Opportunity to interact with a number of disciplines. 
 Learn and collaborate with multiple disciplines and see what else is happening in the 

country and beyond, and to share our story of hazard management and land use. 
 Great mix of people. Lots of positivity in the room, as opposed to the usual pessimism 

of folks who work in natural hazard. 
 The applicability of the content to my work and profession. Pace was good & 

opportunity to discuss relevant information.  Guide is needed; good to have a chance 
to discuss it. 

 Networking; positive attitude; excellent group 
 The people I met 
 The opportunity for discussion of hazard management issues with a highly 

experienced, engaged group. The presentations on Day 1 and in debris flow group on 
Day 2 were excellent. Networking opportunities. 

 Great mix of people (expertise, location, experiences); great discussions; format of 
break-out sessions. 

 Wide variety of perspectives. Felt like the discussion was meaningful, and networking 
was valuable. 

 Everyone's enthusiasm for content and sharing it. Great stories. 
 Excellent dialogue.  Good choice of participants - covered the country well. 
 Networking and learning new ideas. Loved the railway piece. 
 Emphasis on importance of resilience. 
 Diversity of participants, especially speakers from Alberta, Toronto & Quebec.  Very 

informative. Moncton & Bellingham.  Matt (fed) was great. Very engaging 
participants! Great networking - even in the cab rides back & forth to the hotel. 
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 Cross-disciplinary approach resulted much more depth/quality of discussion. Good 
selection of speakers. Moderators kept discussions focused and so kept linked to 
workshop objective. 

11. What would you have liked to have seen changed or done differently? 

 Perhaps more international examples/case studies to discuss. A stronger 
recognition that development sometimes just isn't appropriate in natural 
hazards. 

 More municipal representation 
 A better quality venue, less noisy equipment, better acoustics would be 

appreciated. I would have preferred some protein in the breakfast provided - 
even just some yogurt - easy to serve. 

 The focus of the comments on specific elements of the Guide could have been 
strengthened 

 Able to attend or receive handouts from other case study discussions 
 Hard to navigate the room! Chairs too big & bulky. 
 Sadly I missed the 1st day. Location - prefer public transit nearby; 

tables/breakouts by profession/sector at some point 
 More comfortable location; larger, areas to comfortably have small networking 

conversations. 
 More opportunity for participants to describe their interest and reasons for being 

here.  There was plenty of time for networking, but I didn't know enough about 
what other people are working on. 

 James Schwab presentation not too relevant. 
 Break-out session objective not always clear and tackled differently depending on 

the lead.  If as participant I would have known before coming what we were 
going to look/discuss in the break-out sessions, I would have been better 
prepared. 

 More physical space. 
 All case study stories in plenary and collected for publication. Understand how 

impractical that was in the situation. 
 The 2nd day presentation, I would have preferred to hear all 4 and then break 

out. 
 I would have liked to see each of case studies - not be assigned to a group or 

have to choose one session. 
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12. Would you like to see this workshop continue in future? If yes, what would be 
purpose/theme of the workshop? 

 Yes, we (AIBC) would be pleased to continue this process. 
 Yes, a follow-up with examples of communities that are using the Guide. 
 Yes. Promoting use of the Guidelines in municipalities throughout BC 
 Yes. Next Steps, implementation, case studies & best practices 
 Yes, on an ongoing basis to periodically update the Guide. Also, it would be used 

to establish training and standard. 
 Yes, similar theme 
 Yes. It needs to be taken across the country. Main reason would be to introduce 

the Guide to planners & EMO 
 Case studies - risks from wildfire, agricultural hazards, other topics not discussed 
 Bringing planners & other disciplines together - perhaps a "primer for 

collaboration" that can be rolled out across the country with Canadian Institute 
of Planners taking a lead. 

 Yes, I'd like to hear about a municipality (or 2 or 3) that have gone through the 
process. 

 I think more dissemination/training focused. 
 Yes. Lessons learned from implementation of the Guide. Developing case studies 
 Yes. Purpose - discuss framework for new National Disaster Program - longer 

event with participation of more provinces. 
 Yes. As the Guide is revised, and then implemented, another workshop or series 

of workshops, could be held to evaluate its adoption and make recommendations 
for the next version 

 Would be good to do as a learning exercise and interest builder. 
 Yes. Replicate workshops across the country. Case studies that have used the 

Guide. 
 Yes! 
 Yes. Purpose: feasibility of national resiliency rating system; exploring resiliency; 

national resilience studio 
 Yes – re-group @ "final draft" stage and for next steps to see how draft would 

link to Disaster Relief Program. 
 National perspective - obvious application across country. 
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13. How and what can you take to your community or working organization of what has 
been learned in this workshop? 

 The document and its approach is a great paradigm for AIBC initiatives in this 
and other areas of practice. 

 I see a scaled down version of the Guide that could be used/adapted for First 
Nation communities 

 I will inform the Executive staff of the Association of Professional Engineers & 
Geoscientists of the work that is being done. There may be an opportunity to 
partner with APEGBC or presenting the guidelines at a Continuing Professional 
Development Seminar. 

 The complexity of different hazards in terms of land-use planners. 
 A need for collaboration between multiple municipal departments. 
 I will promote the use and implementation of the Guide to my community and 

province. 
 The language of risk as opposed to impacts. 
 A discussion about how we can further share our experience at Toronto & Region 

Conservation with others across Canada. 
 I'll take the lovely graphics, a great tool for communication. 
 Lots! Start with the poster. Applicable immediately to both a current 

development & flood hazard planning. 
 The Guide. The National Mitigation Strategy. 
 Networking 
 Understanding of what the "Guide" is and how intended to be used. 
 The need for action and the enthusiasm for action from many sectors. 
 That NRCan's & SFU's contribution was worthwhile. 
 Share interest & collaboration that other parties have in the Guide. 
 Incorporation of risk into professional development for architects 
 Head up re draft Guide; opportunity to made edits and comments; best practices; 

links to review. 

14. Any other comments? 
 Thank you. I will be incorporating into my work. 
 Thank you very much for the opportunity to participate. This Guide will be very 

useful to all communities. 
 I found the rooms with no natural light difficult to concentrate in. Thank you very 

much for asking us to the workshop. I hope I was helpful. Please contact me if 
any assistance needed. 
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 Good work. There are some curious sections to do with development permitting 
in the Guide that I didn't find accurate from a community planning/local 
government act perspective. 

 Well done, Bert et al. This has been a huge undertaking and the positive 
comments I heard are very supportive of your work. 

 Thank you for putting this on! 
 Like in many events, no representative of the Quebec government was present: 

either was not invited or refused the invitation. It's a bit sad as Quebec "Land-use 
file" is quite well organized and pro-active for new "climate change" related 
hazards. You would benefit from exchanging with them. 

 I look forward to helping distribute information about the Guide. 
 Lovely hotel & organization 

Comments provided with multiple choice questions: 

Questions 1 and 4: 

 Not directly to me, but could be very useful to other people I will talk to (e.g., 
provincial colleagues) 

Question 8: 

 Too far from transit 
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APPENDIX J - AMENDMENTS TO THE GUIDE RESULTING FROM THE 
FEEDBACK PROVIDED AT THE WORKSHOP 

Several amendments to the Guide have been made based on comments and suggestions from 
several workshop participants. Below is a summary of the main alterations that have been 
made to the Guide up to the publication of this report. 

 Corrections to the text (grammar and spelling mistakes); 

UPDATED AND ADDED CERTAIN REFERENCES: 

 Updated railway proximity guidelines; 
 Updated reference to Metro Vancouver Strategic Growth Plan; 
 Repeated the references to the risk tolerance criteria development by Porter 

(DNV) and Porter and Morgenstern (GSC landslide risk volume) of volume 1 to 
the Appendix section on risk tolerance in volume 2; 

 Mitigation strategies: added the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority as 
an example and reference; 

 Added a reference to the APEGBC flood assessment practice guidelines. The 
landslide and flood guides are referenced in the Appendices of the Guide. 

CLARIFICATIONS:  

 Added a paragraph in both volumes to explain the linkage between climate 
change and hazards and how those changes can be incorporated in the land-use 
evaluation; 

 Added sentences in both volumes in the hazard assessment sections that 
describe the significance of hazard frequency and intensity relative to hazard 
frequency and magnitude, and that describe the use of the maximum credible 
event. Added explanation that some hazards are best thought of in terms of 
their maximum credible event rather than a particular frequency of return. Kept 
the diagram with the frequency - magnitude terms because those are standard 
usage in text books on natural hazards; 

 The concept of “intensity” was added to the introduction. The figure on p. 36 
was left unchanged as textbooks on hazards typically use similar figures on the 
concept of frequency and magnitude. Since the term “intensity” provoked quite 
some discussion at the workshop, repeated recommendations to consult a 
hazards expert are made in the section on hazard management. Questions about 
the term “intensity’ arose mainly in relation to debris flows and other landslides, 
where the concept of magnitude and frequency may not be the best choice of 
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terminology. For most other hazards however, the terminology is appropriate. A 
hazard expert would use the correct terminology for the hazard in question. 

 Explained the concept of 'steps' and iteration in the risk management scheme, 
where the term 'steps' is first introduced in volume 1. Kept the concept of steps 
for two reasons: a) the knowledge requirements and decisions in the scheme are 
requisite for following knowledge and decision generation. The sequence is in 
essence a value chain. The ISO /CSA standard uses the term 'activities' and 
describes that each activity is a pre-requisite for the next activity. Since any 
change of usage should involve some discussion in the group, it was decided to 
leave it as is, with explanation for this interim publication; 

 Some clarification and concept support has been added to the appendix section 
on risk tolerance. That includes an example of the risk tolerance for financial 
losses of infrastructure. Reviewed the material on risk tolerance priorities for 
mention of the full scope of things that could be included and added words in 
both Volume 1 and 2 to bolster the idea that it covers all aspects. Added a few 
more words in Volume 2 to the explanation of how to use the risk tolerance 
diagram. 

 A copy of the proposal to the District of North Vancouver council for a DNV risk 
tolerance criteria has been added to Volume 2 of the Guide. 

GOVERNANCE-BASED RESOURCES 

 Changed the byline for each one from: “What it requires and is meant to do” to 
“What it includes and is meant to do” because most legislation rarely includes a 
requirement when it comes to risk reduction. 

REGIONAL GROWTH STRATEGY 

 Added line on what it is meant to do: reworded from original legislation. 
 Reworded risk related statements to more clearly reflect what the legislation 

says in regards to risk reduction. 

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN 

 Removed statement saying it is in the Local Government Act. Added Local 
Government Act to the subtitle of each governance instrument that is part of 
that act. 

 Included statement about requirement to include statements and maps of 
restrictions on land-use affected by hazards. 
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS 

 Reworded each part of the intent and requirements to reflect the legislation 
more directly. 

 Added two more requirements and changed “regulations” to “guidelines”. 
 Development Permitting (changed to Development Permits (Local Government 

Act of BC, RSBC 1996, s.920, and Vancouver Charter, RSBC 1953, s.565A) ) 
 Reworded the intent section to: Ensures through the statements of the permit 

and the municipal monitoring process that a proposed development meets the 
city bylaws, regulations, requirements, development conditions and municipal 
plans. 

 Development permits have different uses in the Local Government Act and 
Vancouver Charter. In the Local Government Act they refer specifically to 
developments proposed in Development Permit Areas and are used to define 
development requirements or variations from the guidelines within each type of 
permit area. In the Vancouver Charter they are required for each development 
and include development requirements of or variations from the city zoning 
bylaws. 

DESIGN POLICIES AND GUIDELINES 

 Under the intent heading, the second statement overlapped the first statement 
and so was removed. 

 Both remaining statements were reworded for clarity. 
 The meaning of last statement was completely changed to refer to the section 

on designing for reduction of flood risk as referred in the Vancouver Charter. 
 Under the how to use them section: Added a point about the ability to introduce 

regulations to ensure the safety of person and property. Both Vancouver Charter 
and Local Government Act provide for such bylaw enactment. 

ZONING BYLAWS AND REGULATIONS 

 Under the intent heading, moved the statement of mitigation strategy to the 
“how to use zoning” section, because the statement is specific to risk and not 
zoning bylaws in general. 

 Changed the title to “What they are meant to do” rather than “what they require 
and what they are meant to do” 

 Under the “How to use...” included statement on mitigation strategy. 
 Minor rewording 
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 Removed line about “letter of inquiry” because no reference to one could be 
found in either the local government act of the DNV zoning bylaw. 

SUBDIVISION BYLAW AND REGULATIONS 

 Reworded the first bullet under what the subdivision bylaw is meant to 
do as specified under the Local Government Act and the Vancouver Charter. The 
new bullet generalizes the description from the Vancouver Charter s292-1a. 
 Removed the second bullet about some cities not having a subdivision 
bylaw and using covenants instead. Subdivision bylaws are in place in: Vancouver 
and Richmond; City of North Vancouver, Subdivision and Development Control 
Bylaw 2011; Burnaby, Burnaby Subdivision Control Bylaw 1971; Coquitlam, 
Coquitlam Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw 2003; Port Coquitlam, 
Subdivision Servicing Bylaw (Bylaw 2241); New Westminster, Subdivision and 
Development Control Bylaw No. 7142, 2007; Surrey, Surrey Subdivision and 
Development By-law, 1986, No. 8830; Township of Langley, Subdivision and 
Development Servicing Bylaw 2011, No. 4861; Corporation of Delta, Subdivision 
and Development Standards Bylaw No. 5100, 1994; City of White Rock, 
Subdivision Bylaw, 1980, No.777; Maple Ridge, Subdivision and Development 
Servicing By-law No. 4800 -1993; Mission, Subdivision Control Bylaw 1500-1985. 

The following do not have a Subdivision bylaw: West Vancouver, elements 
covered under the Zoning bylaw; District of North Vancouver, elements covered 
under the Zoning bylaw - zoning bylaw provides subdivision regulations for 
general and individual development areas - in 1994 there was the “District of 
North Vancouver Subdivision Control Bylaw, 1956”. DNV's risk tolerance criteria 
policy, which is linked to Development Permit Areas, addresses subdivisions by 
requiring that subdivisions meet the risk tolerance criteria for new development. 

TECHNICAL CHANGES 

 Technical changes required by NRCan – Geological Survey of Canada publications 
office. A readme file will be written to explain the four documents that will be 
part of the open file and how printed documents can be constructed from the 
parts, including Figure 2, the risk management scheme. 
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